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Que 1- Find x in fig  

 

Que2- Find the value of x in fig  

 

Que3- Find x and y in fig  

 

Que 4- write exterior angle property of a triangle? 

Que5- write angle sum property of a triangle? 

Que6- write pythagoras property ? 

Que7- is these a triangle whose sides have lengths 2cm, 3cm, 5cm,  

Que8- AM is a median of ∆ABC is AB+BC+CA > 2 AM? 

 

Que9- the lengths of two sides of a trangle are 6cm and 8cm between which numbers can be length of 

the third side falls? 

Que10- the lengths of two of a triangle are 12cm and  15cm between what two measures should the 

length of third side fall? 



Que11- determine whether the triangle whose length of sides are 3cm, 4cm, 5cm is a right angled 

triangle?  

Que12- ∆ABC  is right angled at C. if AC=5cm , BC=12cm. find length of AB  

Que13- PQR  is right angled triangle, right angle at P. if PQ=10cm and PR=24cm, find QR. 

Que14- ABC is a right angled triangle at C. if AB=25cm and AC= 7cm. find BC. 

Que15- find perimeter of rectangle whose length is 40cm and diagonal is 41cm.  

Que16- the diagonal of a rhombus measures 16cm and 30cm. find its perimeter.  

Que17- if  ∆DEF =  ∆BCA  , write the parts  ∆BCA  that corresponds to  

(1)    ,  ∠E           (2)  EF                (3) ,  ∠F 

Que18- write S.S.S congruence criterion of two triangles. 

Que19- write S.A.S congruence criterion of two triangles. 

Que20- in figure , AB=AC and AD is the bisector of  

(1) State three pairs of equal parts in ∆ADB and ∆ADC   

(2) Is  ∆ADB = ∆ADC? Give reasons. 

 
 

Que21- you want to show that ∆ART = ∆PEN 

(a) If you have to use SSS criterion, then you need to show  

(1) AR=……. 

(2) RT= ……. 

(3) AT=………   

Que22- DA⊥ AB,CB⊥ AB and AC=BD  State three pairs of equal parts in ∆ABC and ∆DAB                                

which of the following statement is meaning full. 

(i) ∆ABC = ∆BAD  (ii) ∆ABC = ∆ABD  

 

 

                                                  
    

 

Que 23- find the ratio of Rs 5 to 50 paise.   

 

Que24- find 15%of 250  



 

Que25- find the whole quantity if 5% of it is Rs 600. 

 

Que26- in a city, 30% are females and  10% are males and remaining are children. What percentage are 

children? 

 

Que27- meeta saves Rs400 from her salarly. If this is 10%of her salary. what is her salary? 

 

Que28- convert each part of ratio to percentage – 2:3:5 

 

Que29- the population of a city decreased from 25000 to 24500. Find the percentage decrease. 

 

Que30- I buy a T.V for  Rs 10,000 and sell it at a profit of 20%. How much money do I get for it? 

 

Que31- juhi sells a washing machine for Rs 13,500. She loses 20%in the bargain. What price at which she 

bought? 

 

Que32- find the amount to be paid at end of 3 years if principal = Rs 1200 at 12% p.a. sum of Rs. 56000 

in 2 years  

 

Que33- what rate gives Rs280 as interest on the sum of Rs 56000 in 2 years  

 

Que34- if meena gives an interest of Rs 45 for one year at 9% rate p.a. what is the sum she has 

barrowed  

 

Que35- define rational number with examples  

 

Que36- list five rational numbers between -1 to 0 

 

Que37- write four rational numbers equivalent to -2/7 

 

Que38- write rational number in ascending order  -3/5, -2/5, -1/5 

 

Que39- write four more numbers  -1/3, -2/3, -3/9, -4/12,------ 

 

Que40- find the sum -2 1/3  + 4 3/5 

 

Que-41 find 5/63-(-6/21) 

 

Que-42 find the product 3/-5 × -5/3 

 

Que-43 find the value– -6 ÷ 2/3 

 

Que-44 find the value 3/13 ÷ ( -4/65) 

 

Que-45 draw a line 8cm AB, take a point C outside it. Through C, draw a lines parallel to AB using ruler 

and compass only. 



 

Que-46 draw a line L. draw a perpendicular to L any point on L. on this perpendicular choose a point x , 

4cm away from L. through x, draw a line m parallel to L.  

                Contruction: — (SSS) 

 

Que-47 construct  ∆XYZ,   XY=4.5cm, YZ= 5cm, ZX= 6cm. 

 

Que-48 construct an equilateral triangle of side 5.5cm. 

 

Que-49 construct  ∆ABC such that AB=2.5, BC=6cm, AC= 6.5cm. measure angle B 

 

Que-50 construction (SAS)—∆ABC,  ∠C=60O, BC=7.5cm, AC= 5cm.  

 

Que-51 - ∆DEF, DE=5cm, DF=3cm, angle D=90°. construction—(ASA) 

 

Que-52  ∆ABC,  ∠A=60O, ∠B=30O AB=5.8 cm 

 

Que-53  ∆PQR. If PQ= 5cm, ∠PQR=105O , ∠QRP=40O  

construction - RHS  

 

Que-54 Right ∆PQR, angle Q = 90°, QR=8cm, PR=10cm 

 

Que-55 An isosceles triangle (right angled ) ABC, angle ACB=90°, AC=6cm. 

 

Que-56 can you construct ∆ABC, if  ∠ABC, if  ∠A =830  ∠B=1150 , AB=5 cm. 

  Que-57 fill in the blanks:  

(1) Perimeter of square= 4 ×…… 

(2) Area of square= side×……. 

(3) Area of rectangle= l ×     

  

Que-58 complete the following— 

(1) Area of triangle = 1/2×____×___ 

(2) Circumference of circle = π×___ 

(3) Area of circle= _____ 

 

Que-59 (1) 1 hectare = _____m² 

               (2)  1m²=________cm² 

Que-60 find the area of rectangular piece of land whose length and breadth are 500m and  300m 

respectively. 

Que-61 find the area of square. Whose perimeter is 320m. 

Que-62 perimeter of rectangle is 130cm. if breadth is 30cm. find its length. 

Que-63 find the area of ∆PQR in which QR= 4cm, PS= 2cm 



 

Que-64 find BC, if area of ∆ABC= 36cm² and height AD= 3cm 

Que-65 find circumference of circle whose diameter is 10cm  

Que-66 the radius of a circular pipe is 10cm. what length of tap is required to wrap one round the pipe.  

Que-67 find the area of circle whose deameter = 49cm  

Que-68 if circumference of circular sheet is 154m. find its radirs. Also find the area of sheet  

Que-69 find the perimeter of adjoining figure 

 

Que-70 the circumference of circle is 3.14cm. find its radius and area  

Que-71 How many times a wheel of radius 28cm rotate to go 352m² 

Que-72 A path 5m wide runs along inside a square park of side 100m. find the area of path and the loss 

of cementing it at rate of Rs250 per m² 

Que-73 A garden 90m long and 75m broad. A path 5m wide is to be built outside of it. Find area of path. 

Que-74 find the area of quadrilateral ABCD, AC=22cm, BM=3cm, DN=3cm. 

 

Que-75 in figure there is a circular flower bed in a rectangular lawn.  

           Find:- (1) area of whole land. 

                       (2) area of the flower bed. 

                       (3) area of lawn excluding area of flower bed. 

 



                

Que-76 identify numerical coefficients in 2(l+b). 

Que-77 classify monomials, binomials, trinomials:- 

             (1) x+y-xy  ,   (2) y²   (3) a²+b² 

Que-78 state weather given pair of term are like or unlike  

             (1) 1,100        (2) 4m²p, 4mp² 

Que-79 identify like term: 

             -xy², -4yx², 8x², 2xy², 74, -11x², -100x, -11yx, 20x²y, -6x²y, 2xy, 3x 

Que-80 subtract 24ab-10b-18a from 30ab+12b+14a. 

Que-81 simplify  P-(P-Q)-Q(Q-P). 

 

Que-82 simplify  (3y²-5y-4) – (8y-y²-4). 

Que-83 add:-  a+b-3, b-a+3, a-b+3 

Que-84 Show the term an factor by tree diagram 1+x+x2.   

Que-85 add:-   x² - y²-1, y²-1-x², 1-x²-y². 

Que-86 subtract:-  (a-b) from (a+b) 

Que-87 subtract:- a(b-5) from b(5-a). 

Que-88  what should be added to x²+xy+y² to obtain 2x²+3y? 

Que-89 if m=2. Find 3m²-2m-7 

Que-90 simplify and find the value if x=2,   (x+7)+y(x-5). 

Que-91 if a=2, b=-2, find a²-b². 

Que-92 find the value of 2m-7 if m=-1 

Que-93  write number pattern of n², 5n+1 and (10n+1). 

Que-94 state the number of lines of symmetry: 

         (1) an equilateral triangle  

          (2) a scalene triangle  



          (3) a rectangle  

          (4) a regular hexagon. 

Que-95 what letters of the English alphabet have reflectional symmetry about:- 

           (a) a vertical mirror          (b) a horizontal mirror  

Que-96 give three examples of shapes which has no line of symmetry  

Que-97  what other name can you to line of symmetry of    

          (a) an isosceles triangle            (b)  circle.  

Que-98 name any two figures that have both line of symmetry and rotational symmetry  

Que-99 define line of symmetry and rotational symmetry  

Que-100 can we have a rotational symmetry of order more than 1 whose angle of rotation is  

          (a) 45°       (b) 17° 

 

 

 


